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Abst ract - -We report two aspects of a computational molecular dynamics tudy of large-scale 
problems on a distributed-memory MIMD parallel computer: (1) efficiency and scalability results 
on Intel Paragon parallel computers with up to 1024 nodes for 400 million particles and (2) a new 
method for dynamic load balancing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computat iona l  molecular dynamics (MD) has long been considered a general-purpose and fun- 
damenta l  tool for a large class of problems whose basic force law is known. Unti l  recently, the 
inherent ly high comput ing costs of MD algorithms have restr icted their appl icat ion to studies 
involving at most a few thousand particles for a short per iod  of time. For MD to be useful in 
many areas, much larger systems of particles must be included for a large number of s imulat ion 
steps. For example,  the study of mater ia l  propert ies at the microscopic scale, or of problems asso- 
ciated with DNA-prote in  interactions, requires s imulat ing at least 10M (= 10 mill ion) particles, 
interact ing over extended lengths of time. 
Paral lel  computers have generated new interest in MD applications; many MD algor i thms are 
amenable to paral lel izat ion and thus offer new hope for large systems of particles. Among the 
natura l ly  paral lel izable MD algorithms are those based on classical, short-range force models. 
The force exerted on a part icle comes only from particles spat ial ly residing within some cutoff 
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distance rc. In recent years, short-range, parallel MD algorithms involving millions of particles 
have been reported, the latest include [1], simulating 10M particles on a 512-node Intel Delta, 
and [2], studying 180M particles on a 1024-node CM-5. 
The CM-5 and the Paragon (the successor to the Delta) are representative of a large number of 
distributed-memory parallel machines with multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD) architec- 
tures. The programmer must provide for interprocessor coordination through explicit message- 
passing and for task scheduling. Another issue in MD is that of load balancing--minimizing 
processor idling due to load imbalance, which is serious for most MD applications. Particularly 
in applications uch as thin-film deposition, the systems are usually in nonequilibrium states, 
load distributions are nonpredictable a priori, and imbalance is inevitable. For such systems, a
dynamic load balancer is essential. 
We have developed a parallel MD algorithm with dynamic load balancing for large-scale atom- 
istic simulations on MIMD computers. We report here the parallel efficiency of our implemen- 
tation, including the timing results for up to 400M particles on a 1024-node Paragon. We also 
discuss our load balancing technique, which is generally applicable to any grid-based computation 
with nearest-neighbor communication. 
2. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS ALGORITHM 
We simulate particles, interacting through a pair-wise 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential, in a three- 
dimensional parallelepiped with periodic boundaries. Our algorithm is based on the link-cell 
method as described in [1-3]. Briefly, a three-dimensional domain is partitioned into subdomains 
on each of which the link-cell method is applied. This method establishes a grid on each subdo- 
main for which the linear size of each grid cell is rc or slightly larger. To compute short-range 
forces on each particle, only the current and adjacent cells of the grid are searched for parti- 
cles within the truncation distance re. This reduces the number of operations on noninteracting 
particles, leading to a smaller coefficient c in the complexity cN (where N is the number of 
particles). 
As with many other parallel algorithms, this parallel ink-cell algorithm requires careful man- 
agement of synchronization and message-passing to minimize the communication overhead. The 
interprocessor communication arises primarily from two considerations. First, two particles which 
are close enough to interact may reside on different nodes. To compute the force, information 
about one particle must be moved to the other processor. Second, the new position computed 
for a particle after integrating the force may lie within the domain of another processor. The 
handling of the message passing and synchronization code was simplified by adopting a new 
paradigm for asynchronous concurrent execution developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
3. EFF IC IENCY AND SCALABIL ITY  
To measure parallel efficiency, we simulate N particles with density p = 0.8842 and temperature 
T -- 0.72 in reduced units on P nodes. The truncation distance was rc = 2.5a where a is the 
usual Lennard-Jones parameter. The timing runs were performed on Paragons (with 32MB of 
local memory) located at SUNY Stony Brook, where the bulk of the MD code was developed, 
and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The test on the 1024-node Paragon was carried out at Intel 
facility and the machine has 64MB of local memory. 
Table 1 shows the average CPU time for each time step of the MD algorithm for large values 
of N = 5M, 10M, 50M, 102.4M, 200M, 400M and P =32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024. For fixed N, 
we observe parallel efficiency greater than 90%. This high efficiency is mainly due to the high 
ratio of computation (force and distance calculations and integrations) over communication. The 
efficiency also grows with N for fixed P. There is, however, a practical threshold np, the number 
of particles per node, at which processor utilization levels off due to memory stalling. For our 
algorithm, np is around 200K, which is the highest, to our knowledge, for simulations of this type. 
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Table 1. Average CPU seconds per s imulat ion step for large system sizes N and 
numbers of processors. 
N 
5M 
10 M 
50 M 
102.4 M 
200 M 
400 M 
Processors 
32 64 128 256 512 1024 
66 34 18 9 5 - 
- 66 34 18 9 
- - - 82 44 
. . . .  84 
. . . . .  80 
. . . . .  160 
39 
The uncompleted entries in Table 1 represent cases which would have exceeded this threshold. 
For 1024-node run, we only tested the two largest cases: 200M and 400M particles. 
One can observe that the MD algorithm is highly scalable with the only limiting factor being 
the amount of available memory per node. Although the memory requirement goes up linearly 
with the number of particles, the capacity of available memory on each node serves as a limiting 
factor for scalability. With each node running a copy of OSF, the user is left with around 
24MB for applications. Despite the hardware and the system software limits, the MD algorithm 
is memory-efficient, and thus runs up to 200K particles per node without significant paging. 
One would expect to simulate more particles per node with a smaller operating system such as 
SUNMOS [4], a projection of 600K particles per node (64MB), or 600M on 1000 nodes. 
4. LOAD BALANCING 
A dynamic load balancer, which requires very little overhead, is a main component of our 
MD code. A unique feature of our algorithm is the preservation of geometric locality to avoid 
increased communication costs. As such, it is general enough to apply to any grid-based algorithm 
which involves strictly local communications; furthermore, it is easily implemented and can be 
transparent to the applications programmer. The following algorithm has been developed for 
two-dimensional decompositions, but can be extended to higher dimensions. 
We start by decomposing the spatial domain into many more subdomains than processors, so 
that a number of subdomains will be held on each processor. Thus, the domain can be seen 
as partitioned into two grids: a coarse grid corresponding to the processor decomposition and a 
fine grid corresponding to the subdomain decomposition. The vertices of the coarse grid coincide 
with a subset of the vertices of the finer grid. To allow balancing, the vertices of the coarse 
grid are allowed to move along the edges of the fine grid; the regions defined by the coarse 
grid determine the subdomain-to-node correspondence. A subdomain may move to another 
processor to obtain better balance; and by construction, the nearest-neighbor relationship among 
processors is preserved. Hence, better balance can be achieved without excessive fragmentation 
of the domain. 
The movement of a coarse grid vertex is determined by comparison of the loads of the four 
processors which have the vertex in common. The load on a processor is just the summation of 
the loads in its resident subdomains. Thus, the coarse grid vertices are allowed to move toward 
more heavily loaded regions. We move the vertices iteratively one fine grid cell and reevaluate 
the normalized imbalance ratio, 
Z = Wma-----5~ - 1, 
where ~ is the average load on the processors, and Wm~ is the amount of load on the heaviest 
loaded processor. The varying loads in each subdomain cause the imbalance ratio to exhibit 
nonmonotonic behavior; thus, we iterate until we have met either some imbalance criterion or 
an iteration threshold. Typically, a better state can be obtained with very few iterations. After 
the new mapping is determined, then the subdomains are redistributed to correspond to the new 
grid arrangement. 
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As before, the link-cell algorithm is applied to each subdomain; the parallel application code 
does not have to be changed to incorporate the load balance algorithm. The load balance proce- 
dure can be called either when a processor has idle time, or perhaps every few hundred steps of 
the MD algorithm, 
In Figure 1, we show the results of applying the load balance algorithm. To create an imbal- 
anced case for comparison, we start with 250K particles equally distributed and having a uniform 
(reduced) density of p = 0.25. We place an attracting point near the origin and allow the particles 
to interact for 7500 steps. As the simulation progresses, the attracting point causes the particles 
to converge toward the origin. We partition the 3D domain according to a two-dimensional grid 
of 5 × 5 processors. We distribute 225 subdomalns evenly across the 25 processors, so that each 
processor initially has an array of 3 × 3 subdomains. The load balance algorithm is performed 
once every 200 steps, and the subdomains are redistributed only when 27 > 10%. For comparison, 
we also performed the same simulation and partitioning with no load balancing. 
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Figure 1. The  first figure shows CPU t ime for each step of a molecular dynamics  
code with load balancing (solid line) and with no load balancing (dashed line), for the 
same simulat ion of 250 K particles on 25 processors. The second figure shows the final 
configuration of subdomains  (fine grid) on each processor. A strong attract ing point 
in the lower-left subdomain  created an imbalance across the periodic boundaries. 
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The nonbalanced case shows a steady increase in the amount of time for each MD step; the 
rate of increase falls off when the region around the attracting point becomes aturated. The 
nonmonotonic behavior of the load balanced case occurs because the subdomains are only moved 
when the imbalance 2" is above the threshold. There is minimal overhead ue to the use of multiple 
subdomains per node. In our implementation, the time required to relocate a subdomain was 
less than 2 CPU seconds, and we observe that this time is recovered in just a few time steps by 
the increase in load balance efficiency. 
5. SUMMARY 
We have developed a parallel MD algorithm which can perform atomistic simulations for 400M 
particles on 1024 nodes with a period of 0.4 microseconds to move one particle for one step. To 
our knowledge, this is the highest particles per node ratio for simulations of this type. In addition, 
our simulator encompasses a dynamic load balancing mechanism for increased efficiency. Both 
our MD algorithm and the load balancing method are sufficiently general to allow applications 
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in a variety of areas. We are currently enhancing our implementation to study problems in thin- 
film deposition and DNA-protein interactions. Wi th  increased progress in parallel-computing 
technology, we  expect to obtain many interesting results with our computational methods. 
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